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with whom they do or do not wish to share their resources, we investigate, via simulation, how resources can be effectively allocated
within a social community offering resources on a best effort basis. In the assessment of social resource allocation, we consider
welfare, allocation fairness, and algorithmic runtime. The key findings of this work illustrate how social networks can be leveraged in
the construction of cloud computing infrastructures and how resources can be allocated in the presence of user sharing preferences.
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I NTRODUCTION

C

LOUD computing has garnered praise for many
reasons, most notably due to its ability to reduce overheads and costs for consumers by leveraging
economies of scale to provide infrastructure, platforms
and software as services. Infrastructure providers such
as Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) rid users of
the burdens associated with purchasing and maintaining
computer equipment; instead compute resources can
be out-sourced to specialists and consumers can obtain
access to an “unlimited” supply of resources. Despite
its benefits, many businesses and end users are put off
by an array of (perceived) uncertainties, as identified
in numerous studies (e.g. [1], [2]). Two key issues are
the notions of trust and accountability between resource
consumers and providers [3]. In this context, trust and
accountability encapsulate several different aspects such
as security, privacy, ethical practices, transparency, protection of rights, and issues concerning compensation.
Addressing these concerns is a significant undertaking,
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grams have emerged, covering issues such as provider
certification and service level agreements.
In this paper we argue an alternative approach to
establish trust and accountability in Cloud platforms: a
Social Cloud [4]; and advocate a novel preference-based
approach to facilitate resource sharing.
A Social Cloud is “a resource and service sharing framework utilizing relationships established between members of a
social network.” [5]. It is a dynamic environment through
which (new) Cloud-like provisioning scenarios can be
established based upon the implicit levels of trust that
transcend the inter-personal relationships digitally encoded within a social network. Leveraging social network platforms as mediators for the acquisition of a
Cloud infrastructure can be motivated through their
widespread adoption, their size, and the extent to which
they are used in modern society. For example, Facebook
surpassed 1 billion users in 2012,1 and has illustrated
that Milgram’s 6 degrees of freedom in social networks
[6] may in fact be as low as 4 [7]. Users also spend inexorable amounts of time “on” social network platforms
– a recent study indicated up to 1 in every 7 minutes
of time spent online by all Internet users worldwide
[8]. The computational social capital available is also
significant: if only 0.5% of Facebook users provided CPU
time on their personal compute resources the potential
computational power available would be comparable
to a www.top500.org supercomputer [9]. Examples of
such sharing include: the 25 years of cycle stealing with
Condor [10], the 16 years of volunteer computing since
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the Great Internet Mersenne Prime Search2 and more
recently Boinc [11]; which show users are willing to
donate personal compute resources to “good” causes.
Our vision of the Social Cloud is motivated by the
need of individuals or groups to access resources they
are not in possession of, but that could be made available by connected peers. In this paper, we present a
Social Compute Cloud: a platform for sharing infrastructure resources within a social network. Using our
approach, users can download and install a middleware
(an extension to Seattle [12]), leverage their personal
social network via a Facebook application, and provide
resources to, or consume resources from, their friends
through a Social Clearing House. We anticipate that
resources in a Social Cloud will be shared because they
are underutilized, idle, or made available altruistically.
In our earliest work [4], in which we first introduced
the idea of the Social Cloud, our proof-of-concept was
a Social Storage Cloud. That prototype relied on a
virtual credit model to regulate exchange and prevent
freeloading. However a key aspect of a Social Cloud
is the notion of sharing, not selling, resources. In this
paper we have revisited the allocation model and moved
away from a purely economic exchange to a model that
emphasizes user choice. Specifically, due to the social
network basis of a Social Cloud, users will have explicit
preferences with whom their resources are allocated to,
and from whom they consume resources. To support
user preferences, we implement several algorithms for
bidirectional preference-based resource allocation. We
compare the runtime of these algorithms finding that for
large numbers of participants and frequent allocations it
may be impractical to compute allocations in real-time.
We also study the effects of stochastic user participation
(i.e., changing supply and demand) when instant reallocation may be impossible due to constraints on migration. We therefore introduce heuristics and compare their
economic performance against the algorithms based on
metrics such as social welfare and allocation fairness.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: section
2 presents the concept of a Social Compute Cloud, the
challenges with its construction, and its architecture.
Section 3, describes the implementation of a Social Compute Cloud entailing the core components and preference matching algorithms. In section 4, we evaluate our
approach (via simulation), placing a focus on allocation
runtime and economic performance. We outline related
work in section 5 and conclude the paper in section 6.

2

A S OCIAL C OMPUTE C LOUD

A Social Compute Cloud is designed to enable access to elastic compute capabilities provided through
a cloud fabric constructed over resources contributed
by socially connected peers. A Social Cloud is a form
of Community Cloud (as defined in NIST’s definition
2. The first volunteer computing project was the Great Internet
Mersenne Prime Search which started in 1996, mersenne.org

of Cloud Computing [13]), as the resources are owned,
provided and consumed by members of a social community. Through this cloud infrastructure consumers
are able to execute programs on virtualized resources
that expose (secure) access to contributed resources, i.e.
CPU time, memory and disk/storage. In this model,
providers host sandboxed lightweight virtual machines
on which consumers can execute applications, potentially in parallel, on their computing resources. While
the concept of a Social Compute Cloud can be applied
to any type of virtualization environment in this paper
we focus on lightweight programming (application level)
virtualization as this considerably reduces overhead and
the burden on providers; in [14] we explored the use of a
more heavyweight virtualization environment based on
Xen, however the time to create and contextualize VMs
was shown to be considerable.
2.1

Challenges

There are many challenges in the construction of a
Social Cloud that need to be carefully considered. In this
section, we summarize several key challenges placing
a focus on: the technical facilitation of the cloud platform, the inclusion as well as interpretation of social
(network) structures, the design and implementation of
appropriate socio-economic models for the facilitation of
exchange as well as the platform infrastructure.
Technical facilitation to enable edge users to provide
resources to, and consume resources from, one another.
A Social Compute Cloud needs to traverse network address translations (NAT), handle non-static IP addresses
(especially in the case of mobile users) and accommodate
best effort notions of quality of service. Although the
concept of a Social Cloud is built upon the premise that
users within a social network have some level of trust for
one another, the construction of a Social Compute Cloud
still requires adequate security and sandboxing mechanisms to protect resources from potentially malicious or
incompetent users and also to protect user applications
from potentially malicious resources. This, in combination with a need to support multiple operating systems,
can be partially addressed through virtualization.
Leveraging social structures to facilitate the sharing
of compute resources within a social network. To utilize social structures for resource sharing, users must
first allow access to their social network, and trust
the platform with their social network data. Basing
resource allocations upon a binary notion of friendship
would be ill conceived for several reasons. Firstly, social
relationships are not simply edges in a graph. There
are many different types of relationship (e.g. family,
close friends, colleagues, acquaintances, etc.). Secondly,
different users will associate different levels of trust to
different relationship contexts. Thirdly, different people
have different qualities (e.g. reliability, trustworthiness,
availability) and different competencies, for example
users may assume that friends with computer science
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backgrounds are “better” or more “competent” with
respect to offering compute resources. These three “relationship dimensions” mean that users may have very
specific preferences with whom they interact, and these
preferences may be different for consumer and provider
roles.3 A Social Cloud therefore requires additional metadata to augment the social graph of its users so that
it is possible to design a mechanism that can take into
account the preferences and perceptions of users towards
one another. The challenge here is the design of methods
to extract these preferences either explicitly from the user
or implicitly from their social network profiles.
A socio-economic model for resource allocation
within a Social Compute Cloud. Given that the concept
of a Social Cloud focuses on the sharing rather than sale
of resources, we do not focus on monetary models. However, a (microeconomic) system that acts as the meeting
point for supply and demand is still required. The lack
of an obvious economic setting makes the construction
of a Social Compute Cloud more, not less, challenging.
Typically, the allocation of resources via a monetary
exchange is based on the (private) valuations that users
have for a good. This requires users to contemplate the
value of their resources, and tasks they wish to perform,
which dramatically changes their motivation(s). Using
sharing preferences, the social context of exchange is
accentuated. However, using only sharing preferences
(or proxies thereof) as a means of determining resource
allocation along with the social ties of a user dramatically complicates the allocation process. The challenge
is not to perform an allocation, but to allocate resources
effectively. In other words, avoiding computationally intensive allocation methods, but retaining an equilibrium
between resource allocations and platform liquidity.
Platform facilitation of a Social Compute Cloud. As
the model is based upon the (altruistic) sharing of
resources, the notion of a revenue model (or similar)
to support the platform and its basic functionality is
problematic. Users should not have to pay for the services offered by a Social Cloud platform. However, the
platform requires computational resources to function.
As we do not address this challenge in this paper, we
refer instead to [16] where we present a co-operative
model for the construction of a Social Cloud platform. A
co-operative model implies that resources are provided
with the intent to be shared, but also to support the
platform itself in the form of infrastructure resources.
2.2

Architecting a Social Compute Cloud

In line with the challenges outlined above, we identify
three areas of functionality needed for the construction
of a Social Compute Cloud: A Social Cloud Platform:
the technical implementation for the construction and
facilitation of the Social Cloud as well as necessary middleware to enable resource sharing between “friends”

at the edges of the Internet. A socio-technical adapter:
the means to observe and interpret social ties for the
elicitation or derivation of sharing preferences. A socioeconomic model: the formulation of a social microeconomic system for the allocation of resources upon
the premises of social ties, and preferences with respect
to how social ties denote a user-specific willingness to
consume and/or provide resources.
2.2.1

A Social Compute Cloud Platform

Like any Cloud model, a platform is required to coordinate and facilitate its basic functionality (user management, resource allocation, etc.). Fig. 1 shows the high
level architecture for a Social Compute Cloud and its
key components, which are explained as follows:
A Social Clearing House is an institutionalized microeconomic system that defines how supply is allocated
to demand. Smith defined the key components of a
microeconomic system for the purposes of exchange in
[17]. However, this definition is orientated primarily for
monetary-based exchanges, which is not the case here.
Therefore, a social clearing house captures the following:
the protocols used for distributed resource allocation, the
rules of exchange, i.e. who can take part, and with whom
may they exchange, and the formalization of one or more
allocation mechanisms. A social clearing house is therefore the central point in the system where all information
concerning users, their sharing preferences, and their
resource supply and demand is kept. For this reason, the
social clearing house requires two databases: to capture
the social graph of its users, as well as their sharing
preferences, and a resource manager to keep track of
resource reservations, availability, and allocations.
A middleware to provide the basic resource fabrics,
resource virtualization and sandboxing mechanisms for
provisioning and consuming resources. It should also
define the protocols needed for users and resources to
join and leave the system. For these purposes we selected
Seattle [12], [18] as it largely provides the needed functionality. However, Seattle cannot allocate its resources
based upon social ties, and was thus extended.
A socio-technical adapter, which in our case is a
Facebook application, is needed to provide access to the
necessary aspects of users’ social networks, and acts as
a means of authentication, for example, via Facebook
connect. Once a user’s social network has been acquired
via the socio-technical adapter, the social clearing house
requires the sharing preferences of the user to facilitate
resource allocation. Therefore, a preferences module
that provides the necessary functionality for the capture
and representation of sharing preferences is required.
Many aspects of a socio-technical adapter require careful
consideration, and many methods can be applied to
capture preferences, we discuss these in section 2.2.2.
Matching Mechanisms are socio-economic implemen-
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Fig. 1. A Social Compute Cloud and its Core Components
via users’ sharing preferences across their social network, and are discussed in sections 2.2.3 and 3.3.1.
Compute Resources are the technical endowment of
users that they provide to and consume from the Social
Cloud. Here, resources largely entail personal computers, servers or clusters. However, we note that the latter
is unlikely for the average user. We envisage that as the
computing industry continues to invest in mobile computing devices that such devices could also be offered
within a Social Cloud in the future. Today, however,
issues such as network stability and battery life hamper
their inclusion. However, despite this researchers are
making notable progress in this area see: [19].
2.2.2

Social Adapters and User Preferences

To facilitate social sharing, and the construction of sharing preferences, a Social Cloud requires access to users’
social networks. We propose using a social adapter,
rather than implementing the platform as a social network application (for example a Facebook app), as we
have observed that users often misunderstand the separation between social networks and their applications
[20]. The most common misconception is that the social
network will have access to users’ data and/or resources
if they offer them in a Social Cloud-like setting via
a social network application, which is not the case.
For example, Facebook applications are external to the
Facebook infrastructure, and run on third party servers.
There are different ways in which the social graph
required by matching mechanisms can be constructed;
many platforms, following the necessary authorization,
provide APIs to access the social graph and user profiles.
It is, however, key to the basic assumptions of a Social
Cloud that an element of bilateral approval has occurred
in the establishment of a digital social tie. In other words,
one user initiates the establishment of a digital tie, and
the second user must confirm the request in order for
the link to be established. This process is applied in

social network platforms like Facebook, and Google+.
Twitter, however, does not conform to this requirement,
as a user can decide only who they follow, but not who
their followers are. This is an important requirement for
a Social Cloud, as without it we can not assume any
form of pre-existent trust between participants.
Once the social network of a user has been accessed
and the social database populated, the question is how
to interpret the user’s social ties for the purposes of
allocation. There is no single unified methodology for
the interpretation of social ties, and which to use is
often context dependent. For our purposes, there are
three obvious methods which could be applied either
separately or in combination with one another: 1) ask
users to rank their friends; 2) leverage methods from
social network analysis to identify features of social ties
that can be used to (artificially) construct preferences;
and 3) use social network and interaction theories to
construct a social sharing and interaction model for
a Social Compute Cloud, and tune this model over
time based upon observed interactions within the social
network platform and the Social Cloud. Each of these
approaches have their advantages and disadvantages,
and we do not advocate that this list is complete.
The use of user generated lists, has the advantages
that it is easy to implement, requires no special permissions (other than access to the list of friends), and
should be closest to capturing the true preferences of
the user. However, given that the average Facebook user
currently has 190 friends [7], this approach would not
scale as more friends joined the Social Cloud, as we
cannot expect users to rank large numbers of friends.
In contrast, the use of computational methods has the
main advantage that these approaches can be scaled as
the Social Cloud grows. The challenge, however, is in
the identification of appropriate methods and indicators.
These approaches also require more data from the social
network platform, and are thus more invasive of a
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user’s privacy. A simple example that can be used in
a preference-like manner, are constructs like circles in
Google+ or relationship lists in Facebook, as these are
often created or at least curated by the user, and represent either specific (sub)groups in the social network
and/or relationship types that are “similar” in some
way. It is also possible to compose more complicated
methods of assessing social ties with the use of indicators
to assess the properties of a social tie. Identifying the best
implementation(s) of the preferences module, however,
remains as future work.
Two important points that cannot be overlooked, regardless of the methodology used to define preferences,
are the kinds of preferences that exist, and what the
absence of preferences towards a user or group of users
mean. Preferences can be categorized as complete or incomplete, and being with or without ties [21], [22]. Here
complete means that a preference rank exists between
every connected user; and a tie implies that a user is indifferent between two users or a group of users. The case
of complete preferences (without ties), called strict preferences, imposes a strictly ordered preference ranking
over all the other users, and is the standard case for most
literature. If preferences either have indifferences or are
incomplete, the corresponding problem of matching the
preferences to an outcome becomes considerably harder
(i.e., NP-hard). The absence of preferences towards users,
i.e. incomplete preferences, occurs if users either explicitly don’t rank other users, thereby indicating they don’t
want to be matched with them, or if a user does not rank
all other users due to lack of time or motivation. Both
cases yield incomplete preferences, but occur for quite
different reasons. To better distinguish these two cases,
the implementation of a preference module has to either
indicate that missing preferences mean an unwillingness
to be matched or assume that missing users have the
lowest preference. In other words, users either define
who they are willing to share with, or “block” users.
2.2.3 Socio-Economic Model
A socio-economic model for a Social Compute Cloud
specifies which type of preference matching is used
and how it is implemented. As a first step, the supply
and demand, i.e., the individual requests and resource
offers of users, have to be captured. In our model this
is done in the Social Clearing House. The centralized
implementation means we know the complete supply
and demand in the market, which can yield better results
than decentralized resource matching. The downside is
that there may be additional overhead in storing and
managing (updating) the corresponding information.
Given the supply and demand, a socio-economic
model allows for the specification of certain “Market
Design” objectives. For example, commonly used objectives include finding solutions to the matching problem
which are stable (i.e., no matched user has an incentive
to deviate from the solution) or optimizing the total
welfare of the users, the fairness between the two sides

of the market, or the computation time to find a solution. The choice of particular market objectives in turn
affects which allocation and matching strategies can be
considered. This can range from direct negotiation to a
centralized instance that computes this matching; and
both monetary and non-monetary mechanisms can be
applied. Our approach considers non-monetary allocation mechanisms based on user preferences. This type
of matching is successfully applied in a variety of cases,
including the admission of students to colleges, and
prospective pupils to schools. Depending on the specific
market objective, several algorithms exist that compute
a solution to the matching problem, e.g. computing a
particularly fair solution or one with a high user welfare.

3

I MPLEMENTATION

Our implementation of a Social Compute Cloud builds
upon Seattle, an open source Peer-to-Peer (P2P) computing platform. Seattle was chosen as the basis for
this implementation due to its lightweight virtualization
middleware, which we use to enable application execution on contributed resources, and its extensible clearing
house model which we extend to enable social allocation
via preference matching algorithms.
3.1

Seattle

Seattle is an open source educational research platform
designed to create a distributed overlay network over
compute resources (servers, PCs and mobile devices)
donated by its users. It features a lightweight virtualization layer (based on Repy - a subset of Python) that
runs on a contributor’s machine and enables other users
to run applications across different operating systems
and architectures. Importantly the virtualization layer
ensures that applications are sandboxed and isolated
from other programs running on the same host. Seattle
is implemented in Python and the clearing house is built
on the Django framework. Seattle’s core components are:
Node Managers act as gatekeepers for resources and
are deployed on every contributed resource. The node
manager ensures that users have the appropriate credentials to interact with a particular VM running on
the host system. When a node manager is installed it
advertises the location of the host machine to a global
lookup service. A unique key for the resource is created
and logged at the clearing house to associate the node
manager with the donor.
Virtual Machines (Vessel) are sandboxed environments
that provide both security and performance isolation.
For example the VM stops applications from performing
malicious actions and it limits usage of system resources
(e.g. CPU or memory) to configurable levels. These limitations are imposed through integration with the Python
parser which reads the program’s parse tree and ensures
that only pre-defined ’safe’ operations are executed. Performance isolation relies on monitored resources at the
API level to verify that resource limits are not exceeded.
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This is done by analyzing every call to the API and
choosing to either accept or deny it based on resource
usage.
The Clearing House facilitates the matching process
between resources donated by providers and resources
required by consumers. The clearing house is a web
based portal for managing users’ Seattle resources. Upon
registration, users can create key pairs and download a
customized installer to setup a node manager and VM
system on their own resources. The clearing house includes several matching algorithms such as: distributing
VMs (geographically), and allocating VMs on the same
network or at random.
Seattle includes a number of other services that are
used for various functions. For example, Seattle includes
a global lookup service that is designed to enable the
discovery of contributed resources; a software updater
to patch potential vulnerabilities and update parts of the
system; and a range of infrastructure services such as
NAT traversal, installers for bundling applications, and
monitoring services that are used throughout the system.
We choose to extend the Seattle platform due to its
open source and extensible architecture. The modular
design of Seattle enables the use of its existing virtualization environment to execute applications on distributed
resources handling aspects such as lookup, authentication and authorization. The virtualization layer is also
extremely lightweight and can be downloaded, installed
and configured in seconds without any significant overhead and with only a small system footprint. The clearing house model is generic and extensible providing support for user defined allocation protocols and integration
of arbitrary information sources in its allocation process.
3.2

Implementing a Social Clearing House

Building upon Seattle we leverage the same base implementation for account creation and registration processes, donation infrastructure, and resource acquisition
mechanisms. We have extended and deployed a new social clearing house (https://seattle.ci.uchicago.edu) that
leverages social information derived from users’ Facebook profiles and relationships. We have implemented a
service that enables users to define preferences and we
have developed several new allocation mechanisms that
utilize socially aware preference matching algorithms.
3.2.1 Social Network Integration
In order to access users’ profile information and relationships, the social clearing house requires access to a user’s
Facebook profile. To do so, we have created a Facebook
application for the social clearing house that requests
access to profile information, friends and friend lists of
registered users. The Facebook application is integrated
with the clearing house through the Django Social Auth
plugin which, when configured with a Facebook application, allows users to associate their Seattle account with
their Facebook account. Authentication with Facebook

Fig. 2. The User Preference Interface
uses the OAuth2 protocol to obtain an access token that
allows the requesting application (the clearing house) to
act on behalf of the user within the stated scope. The
clearing house stores this access token when a user logs
into the service and uses it with the Facebook APIs to
obtain the profile and friend lists. The clearing house
stores the list of friends for each user in an application
database and periodically refreshes this information.
3.2.2 Preference Assignment
We use a simple numerical preference matching interface
(see Fig. 2) that enables users to define their preference
for a friend as both a consumer and a provider. The
higher the value the greater the users’ preference for
their friend. A value of 0 indicates no preference and
a negative value indicates unwillingness to interact with
that friend. Assigning the same value to multiple friends
indicates indifference between them. When preferences
are assigned they are stored in the application database
and are used to generate the overall preference model
for allocation involving the user.
3.2.3 Social Resource Allocation
Seattle is based on the principle of best effort and
random allocation. To reduce the search space Seattle
implements a pseudo random mechanism to reduce
user/donation permutations. Each user is assigned a
(non-unique) port (within a range of 100) and each
donated node is assigned 10 ports at random within
this same range on which it is able to accept allocations.
When allocating resources the clearing house filters the
list of donated resources by matching port. While this is
a viable approach in the standard Seattle deployment it
places artificial limitations on potential matches and in
our case violates the aim to provide preferred sharing.
In the social clearing house we have removed this constraint and instead allow any combination of node and
user as determined by the social allocation algorithms.
The general process of allocation in the social clearing
house is to first determine available donations with
whom the requesting user has a relationship. To do
this the list of all donations in the system is filtered by
the list of friends for a particular user. The consumer’s
preferences for each possible friend is then computed by
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Fig. 3. The social clearing house interface showing resources being consumed and offered
retrieving preferences stored in the database. Likewise
the preferences for each of these friends for the requesting user as a consumer are computed. This information
is then aggregated and sent to the matching service
(section 3.3.2) to determine an appropriate match. The
social clearing house attempts to acquire available nodes
from the provider to satisfy the request using Seattle’s
resource acquisition mechanisms. If, by the time of reservation, the chosen provider is no longer available the
entire process must be re-executed. After the allocation
process the user is presented with the VMs they have
been allocated (see Fig. 3). Using this interface, users can
renew resource reservations as well as remove them and
also see who is currently using their resources.
3.3

Preference-based Matching

Two-sided preference-based matching is much studied
in economic literature, and as such algorithms in this
domain can be applied in many other settings. We
have selected three algorithms from the literature, and a
fourth of our own implementation.
3.3.1 Matching Algorithms
For the case of complete preference rankings without
indifferences there are polynomial-time algorithms that
solve the matching problem for different objective functions. In the literature, citing empirical evidence, stability
is considered important for successful matches [22]. Stability simply means that there is no pair of users who
would prefer to be matched over their current match.
As there can be many different stable solutions for a
given matching problem the other commonly considered
objectives are welfare (i.e., the average rank each user
is matched with) and fairness (i.e., if the two sides
are treated equally in terms of welfare). The DeferredAcceptance (DA) algorithm [23] is the best known algorithm for two-sided matching and has the advantages
of having a short runtime and at the same time always
yields a stable solution. However, it cannot provide guarantees about welfare, and yields a particularly unfair

solution (one side gets the best stable solution whereas
the other side gets the worst stable solution). For certain
preference structures, the Welfare-Optimal (WO) algorithm [24] yields the stable solution with the best welfare
score (i.e., the stable solution for which the average rank
that each user is matched with is lowest) by using certain
structures of the set of stable solutions and applying
graph-based algorithms. DA and WO are two standard
approaches used in the literature and are also considered
in this paper.
As soon as either indifferences or incomplete lists are
introduced, the problem of finding stable solutions with
additional properties such as welfare or fairness becomes
NP-hard. DA and WO can still be used in such settings,
but they can no longer guarantee to find the globally best
solution. In such settings, the approximation algorithm
Shift [21] can find a stable match, with the maximum
number of matched pairs for certain special cases. However, these scenarios are in general hard to approximate,
and consequently the standard algorithms are not able
to provide non-trivial quality bounds with respect to
their objectives. Finding the optimal solution for the
matching problem with respect to the most common
metrics: welfare or fairness, is NP-hard [21]. DA and WO
run in polynomial time (O(n2 ) and O(n4 ), respectively)
and Shift’s runtime is proportional to the squared length
of the largest indifference group of all users.
Therefore, we proposed the use of heuristic algorithms
such as a genetic algorithm (GA) in [25], and have
shown that these algorithms can yield superior solutions
compared to the other algorithms. The GA starts with
randomly created (but stable) solutions and uses the
standard mutation and crossover operators to increase
the quality of the solutions. This makes the application
of such heuristics the preferred choice if the quality of
the allocation is the main goal. We also showed that
solutions can yield even better results when combined
with a threshold acceptance approach. The algorithm
used in this paper, GATA, is a combination of a GA with
a Threshold Accepting (TA) algorithm, which further
improves the solution quality. In the first step, GATA
computes a solution to the matching problem by using
GA, and then uses this solution as input for the TA
algorithm, an effective local search heuristic that applies
and accepts small changes within a certain threshold of
the current solution performance.
3.3.2 Matching Service
To facilitate matching, we implemented a RESTful encapsulation of the four algorithms presented above. It can
be used to either perform batch allocations for a group of
users, or single allocation for an individual user. Whilst
it may seem unusual to facilitate both of these settings,
the reason is simple: the matching algorithms perform
best when batches of users are allocated simultaneously.
In reality, however, it is unlikely that large batches
of users will simultaneously request resources. Rather,
demand for the matching service will be stochastic.
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Hence both options present different trade offs. Individual allocations may result in resources being blocked for
other users, for example those with a small number of
connections. Whereas batch allocation means that users
may have to wait until the next round of allocations to
receive resources. Both options are inefficient in different
ways: individual allocation achieves at best local optima,
and can block resources for other users, but can be
performed in near real time, as the computational effort
is significantly lower; batch allocations could achieve the
global optimum, but may require either migrations or
users to wait for resources. We explore these trade offs
and their significance in section 4.
The social network of users is captured via the existence of preferences between users. The matching mechanisms will only consider matching two users if both
have a preference for each other. If a preference exists
in only one direction, i.e. A has ranked B, but B has not
ranked A, we assume that B has not yet considered A,
and A’s preference for B will be ignored.
To invoke the matching service, a JSON string describing the user preferences is sent to the service. Upon a
successful match, i.e. when one or more allocations can
be found, the matching service will return a JSON string
describing the matched consumer(s) and provider(s).

4

E VALUATION

We showed in [4], [5] and [16] that the basic concept of
a Social Cloud is feasible within the context of a Social
Network and manageable for an “average” Facebook
user. To evaluate a Social Compute Cloud, we propose
to study the platform’s ability to allocate resources in the
presence of uncertain supply and demand, various sizes
of social communities and different preference structures. In section 4.1, we study the different allocation
algorithms described in section 3.3.1 with respect to the
time required to compute solutions for various sizes
of Social Compute Cloud. In section 4.2 we investigate
algorithm performance outside their typical settings with
respect to batch and individual allocation and for different community sizes and preference structures.
To facilitate our evaluation, we use the Social Cloud
Simulator described in [26]. Using this simulator, we
can adjust the properties of a Social Cloud as described above while still replicating real user resource
availability distributions derived from donations and
resource availability in SETI@home [27]. The data from
SETI@home represents statistical clusters of users, that
can be used in our simulator to define both when a
resource will become available and for how long, as well
as when users will request resources. As we do not know
at this stage, how scalable the allocation methods will be,
or how easy they will be to parallelize, we run up to 8
instances of the simulator in parallel on a Quad-Core
Xeon processor with 2.53 GHz and 24 GB main memory.

Fig. 4. Algorithm Runtimes with Different Problem Sizes
4.1

Allocation Algorithm Runtime

The runtime of an allocation algorithm has a large
impact on its applicability for a Social Compute Cloud.
Given that preference-based matching is often NP-Hard,
algorithm runtime is an important design consideration.
In this part of the evaluation, we investigate how algorithm runtime is affected by the level of preference
completeness, and whether preferences are strict or not,
i.e. whether indifferences are permitted. We argue that
although complete and strict preferences are often assumed in the economic literature, they are unrealistic
assumptions. Therefore, we investigate how relaxing
these assumptions impact algorithm runtime.
Fig. 4 shows the runtime of each algorithm relative
to the problem size, i.e., how many users are on each
market side (consumers × providers), and the number of
(indifference) groups that users have. Here, “strict” indicates that preferences are strict, i.e., there are no indifferences, and “ties” indicates that users have indifferences
in their preferences. The size of an indifferent group is
not restricted, i.e. there can be one group containing all
users or multiple groups. This is determined at random.
The figure shows that runtime increases significantly
with the size of the problem space. Theoretical results
suggest that DA runs in O(n2 ), and WO in O(n4 ),
indeed a sharp increase in runtime can be observed
especially for WO, yet even DA takes several seconds
to compute for larger problem sizes. Furthermore, the
heuristic GATA exhibits a longer runtime than DA and
WO for smaller problem sizes, but its relative runtime
improves if users have indifferences, i.e. if the setting is
more realistic. The longer runtime for smaller instances
is, most likely, due to the initialization steps necessary for
the GA. Fig. 4 illustrates the considerable overhead of the
approximation algorithm (Shift), as its runtime depends
on the length of indifference lists. As the length of the
largest indifference list is not limited, we were only able
to calculate up to a problem size of 250x250 users. Hence,
especially in realistic settings, it is not a feasible option.
For users with a large number of friends participating
in a Social Compute Cloud, it may not be feasible to rank
everyone. Therefore Fig. 5 depicts the scenario where
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Fig. 5. Runtimes for Different Numbers of Ranked Users,
for 1000 Users per Side
users rank different numbers of their friends, and do not
provide a complete set of rankings. The scenario assumes
1000 users on each side and varies the number of friends
ranked by each user (to create a realistic setting, we
allowed up to 10 users per indifference group). Note that
WO is not depicted, as it has not been developed for
incomplete preferences with ties.
The runtime for DA and Shift increases if users explicitly provide rankings for more users. For Shift the
increase is considerable. GATA, however, seems to take
longer if only a few users are ranked. This is most
likely because the heuristic has to repeatedly check
if new potential solutions are acceptable to the users,
i.e. if the users of each matched pair appear in each
others’ preference list. By increasing the number of users,
new, valid solutions can be calculated more easily and
quickly, yet it takes longer to evaluate the solutions.
These results show that in addition to the number of
users, the number of preference rankings also influences
computation time. The results illustrate that appropriate
actions are needed when users do not rank all their
friends. They can either be ranked with the lowest
preference (beneficial for GATA) or left out (beneficial
for DA and WO). Note, however, that in case unranked
users are left out, the algorithms cannot guarantee to
find a solution of maximum size, i.e., some users might
be left unmatched whereas they would be matched if
unranked users receive the lowest preference rank.
Overall, we see that the even the fastest algorithms
which always yield stable results take at least several
seconds to compute. If the allocation has to be computed
very frequently, as is potentially the case in a Social
Cloud, we require faster algorithms.
4.2

Considerations for Stochastic Participation

The matching algorithms discussed in related literature
are usually assumed to be batch jobs. In this case,
allocations are computed after certain time intervals, e.g.
every hour. For example, economic studies of allocation
mechanisms in Cloud Computing often assume that allocations are computed hourly, often referring to Amazon
EC2 where users buy resources based on hourly usage.
In the case of our Social Compute Cloud, we can say

that the allocation is calculated every x hours, where x
is the predetermined lease period of a compute vessel.
While this type of allocation computation yields good
results for the supply and demand given at the time
of the computation, it is unclear what happens in the
case of new or changing supply and demand. For example, when users offer/request new resources or retract
offers/requests in between two calculation intervals. It
is clear that if allocations are only (re)computed at
predetermined time intervals, resources will be idle and
requests will be left (or become) unsatisfied. As far as we
are aware, existing preference-based matching literature
does not consider such settings. We therefore propose the
following solutions for dynamic supply and demand:
The “optimal” solution is immediate rematching of
the entire supply and demand. In this case, no (new)
supply would be idle if an allocation was available,
and the resulting allocation would always be stable
(assuming we use a stable matching algorithm). However, this places additional requirements on the system.
Firstly, computing resources (e.g. VM’s) would have to
be migratable at any given point in time, and, secondly,
the runtime of the allocation mechanism has to be short.
For our implementation, this is currently unachievable,
as Seattle does not yet support migration. Hence, this
approach should be considered the best benchmark from
a system perspective, i.e. with respect to performance
criteria such as stability, welfare, and fairness.
The “worst” solution would be to disregard any new
incoming supply or demand until the next time the allocation is computed. In this case, new supply/demand
would be idle until the next batch allocation, even if
there were corresponding demand/supply.
An intermediate solution would be to use allocation
heuristics that assume that the currently matched supply/demand cannot be migrated until either the next
time the overall allocation is determined (i.e. when the
leases expire), or until the requester or supplier drops out
of the matching. We consider two cases of heuristics for
this case: 1) Random: allocate resources to/from random
friends of the user; and 2) Greedy: allocate the best
available match for the incoming, requester/provider
based upon their sharing preferences.
Note that, both algorithms are likely to yield unstable
solutions, i.e. the consumer-provider pairs in the market
at the end of the lease period would not be the pairs that
a stable allocation algorithm would yield. However, if
we assume that matched pairs cannot be migrated in between two batch allocations, this does not, per se, affect
the practical stability in between batch computations. We
also note that a lack of system stability may mean that
some users are blocked as all valid allocations have been
made, and none of their friends have or need resources.
This is why stability is such a critical metric.
A final approach is to check if there is a match that
would yield a stable solution, but not require other users
to be reallocated. We argue that this approach would be
subsumed by the above approaches, as the probability
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of achieving a stable solution is low, and in the absence
of a stable match, another approach would be applied.
To study stochastic supply and demand, we simulated
the four approaches mentioned above to study how
they support the system with new supply/demand in
between two batch-allocation computations. Intuitively,
immediate rematching should yield the best solutions,
whereas leaving resources idle should be worst. Random
and greedy should be somewhere in between.
Fig. 6 shows the simulation results for each approach.
We simulated 200 users (100 on each side) with incomplete preferences and indifferences. This is a realistic
setting as not each user can be expected to rank all other
users. Each user is drawn an (un)availability distribution
from the SETI@home distribution, which determines
when and how long they will be (un)available. Only
available users are taken into account for resource matching. At time points 155, 265 and 410, the batch allocation
algorithm is run for the current supply/demand.
Fig. 6a shows that the number of matched users
fluctuates over time as users come and go based on
their (un)availability pattern. It can be seen that, most
of the time, the “optimal” matching yields the highest
number of matched pairs, and both random and greedy
yield fewer matched pairs. This can be explained by
the lack of choice that incoming users have: in random and greedy, only the currently unmatched users
are suitable for matching, whereas the “optimal” rematching can consider all available users at that time.
This gives the “optimal” matching more flexibility in
finding suitable matches for users. Fig. 6a also shows
the baseline scenario in which allocation only happens at
pre-determined time intervals. In this case, new requests
and offers are only considered at predetermined time
intervals (here: time points 155, 265 and 410), and if
matched users become unavailable, the corresponding
request/offer is freed without being automatically reallocated. Hence, the baseline scenario depicts the worst
case, a quasi-static scenario where intermediate demand
is not considered. It can be easily seen in Fig. 6a that not
considering intermediate supply/demand can lead to a
significant amount of unused, unallocated resources, and
that even simple heuristics for intermediate matching
can increase the number of matched pairs considerably.
Figures 6b, 6c, and 6d show the results for stability, welfare and fairness respectively. In these figures
welfare represents the average rank for a friend with
whom a user is matched and fairness shows the welfare
distribution between consumers and providers. As more
preferred options have a lower preference score (the
most preferred option has score 1), a lower welfare score
is preferable. A positive fairness indicates better average
welfare for the provider, whereas negative fairness indicates a better average welfare for consumers.
These figures show that immediate rematching performs well with respect to welfare (allocating users close
to their highest preference) and fairness (balancing the
two market sides), and always yields stable outcomes.

This is partially expected, as stability is enforced through
the algorithm. Furthermore, both random and greedy
strategies lead to a worse welfare score, as only unallocated resources are considered for matching whereas the
“optimal” algorithms allows rematching of previously
allocated resources. The greedy strategy seems to provide better welfare than the random strategy (Fig. 6b),
and at the same time is computationally as efficient.
While the runtime for GATA per allocation is around 10
seconds, both random and greedy run almost instantly
(milliseconds). We get similar results for the number of
unstable pairs, which are most often lower for the greedy
strategy than the random strategy.
Fig. 6d shows that both the greedy and random strategies seem to be more beneficial for consumers, indicated
by the lower fairness scores, especially compared to
the optimal matching. The number of unstable pairs
introduced by greedy or random is comparably low,
given that each new allocated pair has to be compared
to all existing matched pairs for instability. (For example,
if a new pair is added to 30 existing matched pairs,
in worst case the new pair could introduce up to 60
unstable pairs). This finding, along with the fact that
greedy can sometimes yield worse results for welfare
as well, is not surprising as it primarily aims to give
new, incoming users their highest priority, without considering the preferences of other users. Such a strategy
can yield matches that are good for the incoming user,
yet are not optimal for the system. For example, if there
are two open offers, the greedy strategy would allocate
the most preferred one to the incoming user, whereas it
could be better for the market to reserve this particular
offer for the next incoming agent with a higher ranking.
Overall, the results suggest that approaches for the intermediate rematching of supply/demand are necessary,
and that on average the greedy heuristic performs well
with respect to welfare, despite one side being favored in
the matching. This is especially interesting if immediate
rematching is not technically feasible.
4.3

Discussion

The Social Compute Cloud facilitates preference-based
sharing of computational infrastructure using several
different preference matching algorithms. Our prototype implementation leverages the Seattle virtualization
middleware to enable execution of user applications
on remote resources and our deployed clearing house
enables users to define preferences and provides several
matching algorithms to obtain a short term resource
lease. Our results show the qualities of the algorithms
and the trade offs that arise from factors like runtime,
allocation mode, and allocation quality.
Section 4.1 shows a trade off between the allocation
quality (in terms of the objective function) and the
runtime of the respective algorithms. This is particularly
clear for larger problem sizes. DA is the most timeefficient algorithm to obtain a stable allocation, whereas
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(a) Number of Matched Pairs

(b) Number of Unstable Pairs

(c) Welfare: Average Rank of Matched Users

(d) Fairness: Welfare Distribution

Fig. 6. Comparison of Matching Heuristics for Intermediate Supply and Demand
the other algorithms’ runtimes increase considerably.
However, it is well-known that the stable allocation
calculated by DA is highly unfair in the sense that it
favors one side over the other. As we show in [25],
solution quality with respect to fairness or welfare can
be significantly increased by using the other algorithms.
Hence, using algorithms such as GATA is preferable for
smaller settings or when there are no time constraints,
whereas using fast algorithms such as DA might be
better if allocations need to be made more frequently.
Section 4.2 shows convincing evidence that we must
consider supply and demand changing between batch allocation times. While these results show that the solution
quality tends to be very good and even close to optimal it
is clear that continuously running the algorithms might
not be feasible due to their computational overhead.
Hence, we need fast heuristics that are able to deal with
changing supply and demand, although these heuristics
usually lack the solution quality of the other algorithms.
For small problem sizes, it might still be feasible to run
algorithms such as the GATA in a continuous setting.
One potential strategy to improve both allocation
quality and runtime would be to compute an initial
solution with a fast algorithm, e.g. DA, and then leverage users’ provided computational power to improve
solution quality. This would give users an incentive to
provide resources for a co-operative infrastructure [16].

Another issue with the matching algorithms considered in this paper is that they currently support only
one-to-one matchings, i.e., they do not yet support multiunit allocations. In some settings, users might contribute
or request multiple units of resources (e.g., several VMs
to run a compute-intensive job). One strategy to deal
with this problem would be to extend the algorithms to
handle these cases. Another simple strategy would be to
include users with multiple units of supply or demand
as multiple entries in the matching problem, and solve
it with the algorithms discussed in this paper.
In this paper, we have focused on methods for the
allocation of resources within a Social Cloud. However,
once users have been allocated one or more resources,
they need to use their Social Cloud to create dynamic
clouds and build distributed applications. Seattle already
provides a demokit where applications similar to these
can be implemented (see: https://seattle.poly.edu/wiki/
EducatorsPage). For instance, a Social Cloud user could
easily instantiate a MapReduce Framework running on
socially connected nodes. A master worker scenario similar to that discussed in [28] could also be constructed.
Finally, peer-to-peer like Social Content Delivery Networks (see: [29], [30]) for the sharing or distribution of
large scientific data could be implemented. A core aspect
of our future work is the construction of a Seattle-based
toolkit for Social Cloud applications.
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5

R ELATED W ORK

With the increasing pervasiveness of social network
platforms, adoption of social network structures for different types of collaboration is becoming more common.
Key examples are: community and scientific portals like
PolarGRID [31] and ASPEN [32]; social science gateways [33], [34]; social storage systems like Friendstore
[35], and omemo.com; network and compute infrastructure sharing web sites such as fon.com; models to
share insurance policies amongst social peers (friendsurance.de); and where social networks emerge due via
collaboration, e.g. [36], [37].
McMahon and Milenkovic [38] proposed Social Volunteer Computing, an extension of traditional Volunteer
Computing, where consumers of resources have underlying social relationships with providers. This approach
is similar to the nature of a Social Compute Cloud, but
it does not consider the actual sharing of resources, as
there is no notion of bilateral exchange.
Ali et al. [39] present the application of our Social
Cloud model to enable users in developing countries
to share access to virtual machines through platforms
like Amazon EC2. In effect they subdivide existing allocations to amortize instance cost over a wider group of
users. Using a cloud bartering model (similar to our previous virtual credit model), the system enables resource
sharing using social networks without the exchange of
money and relying on a notion of trust to avoid free
riding. Like our approach, they use a virtual container
(LXC) to provide virtualization within the existing virtual machine instance, however our approach using Seattle’s programming level virtualization provides a much
more lightweight model at the expense of flexibility.
Mohaisen et al. [40] present an extension to our definition of a Social Cloud. The authors investigate how a
Social Compute Cloud could be designed, and propose
extensions to several well known scheduling mechanisms for task assignments. Their approach considers
resource endowment, and physical network structure as
core factors in the allocation problem, which are different
considerations for resource allocation. They analyse the
potential of a Social Cloud via simulation, using several
co-authorship and friendship networks as input. They
observe how a Social Cloud performs based upon variations in load, participation and graph structure.
Tan et al. [41] present a similar idea to the basic concept of a Social Cloud. The authors, although not extending beyond a conceptualisation, motivate the philosophy
of a Social Cloud with the core use case of sharing
and exchanging resources within a social network or
community to tackle Big Data problems.
Gracia-Tinedo et al. [42]–[44] propose a Friend-toFriend Cloud storage solution, i.e. dropbox via a social
network: F2Box. They analyze and discuss how to retain
a reliable service whilst using the best effort provisioning
of storage resources from friends. They identify that a
pure friend-to-friend system cannot compare in terms 4.

of quality of service with traditional storage services.
Therefore, they propose a hybrid approach where reliability and availability can be improved using services
like Amazon’s S3. This approach provides a valuable
consideration in the realisation of a Social Cloud, but
is not necessarily transferable to our setting.
There have been several publications on economic
models for a Social Cloud that have developed independently. Zhang et al. [45] and we [46] discuss different
types of incentives users face during their participation in a Social Cloud, and describe the challenges of
providing the right incentives to motivate participation.
While in another study [16], we investigated how the
infrastructure of a Social Cloud can be co-operatively
provided by the participating members, and present an
economic model that takes individual incentives and
resource availability into account.
Kuada and Olesen [47] propose opportunistic cloud
computing services (OCCS): a social network approach
for the provisioning and management of enterprise
cloud resources. Their idea is to provide a governing
platform for enterprise level social networking platforms
consisting of interoperable Cloud management tools for
the platform’s resources, which are provided by the enterprises themselves. The authors, present the challenges
and opportunities of an OCCS platform, but there is no
indication that they have yet built an OCCS. Similarly,
Diaspora,4 and My3 [48] apply similar concepts to host
the social network on resource provided by their users.
Gayathri et al. [49] and Chen and Roscoe [50] discuss
the security implications in the construction of a Social
Cloud. They respectively pay special attention to, and
provide counter measures for, how a Social Cloud can
be used to circumvent copyright as well as perform
other illicit actions. Whilst the consideration of security
implications are critical for the success of a Social Cloud,
it is not yet a focal point in our work.

6

C ONCLUSIONS

AND

F UTURE W ORK

In this paper, we have presented a Social Compute
Cloud: a platform that enables the sharing of infrastructure resources between friends via digitally encoded
social relationships. Using our implementation, users
are able to execute programs on virtualized resources
provided by their friends. To construct a Social Compute
Cloud, we have extended Seattle [12], [18] to access
users’ social networks, allow users to elicit sharing
preferences, and utilize matching algorithms to enable
preference-based socially-aware resource allocation.
Preference-based resource matching is (in a general
setting) an NP-hard problem, makes often unrealistic
assumptions about user preferences and most state of the
art algorithms run in batch modes. Therefore, we investigated what happens when we apply these algorithms
to a Social Compute Cloud under the assumption that
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resource supply and demand do not fit to a batch allocation model. By applying methods to allocate resources
in between Amazon EC2-like periodic allocations, we
were able to quickly (in milliseconds) allocate resources
temporarily, and then globally optimize resource allocation at the next batch allocation period. Our results are
promising and indicate how the allocation of resources
could take place in a production Social Compute Cloud.
As future work, we will include additional ways for
users to provide their preferences, as well as methods
to detect them automatically from their social network.
Where examples of the latter include: clustering based on
homophily (aspects of similarity), relationship lists and
Granovetter-like [51] indicators for relationship strength.
This would also enable further, and potentially more
realistic settings for experimenting with the allocation
algorithms. In terms of the Social Cloud platform we will
further extend the sandbox to provide additional system
calls and social access control so that users can give
extended/restricted access rights to groups, for example enabling command line access for family members.
These extensions would increase the number of possible
applications that could be executed within the Social
Cloud and also further extend the social integration of
the system. Finally, we aim to investigate how users use
and interact with the resources of their friends, and move
our implementation towards a production ready system.
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